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Terms & Conditions 
In alignment with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and to better ensure our customers’ 
ability to capture the consent of their users, Risk Assess has created a new Terms & Conditions (Ts&Cs) 
tool. This tool provides permissioned users the ability to author and publish Ts&Cs. Upon log in, each 
tenant user will then be required to accept the Ts&Cs to access Risk Assess. Users’ acceptance (or 
decline) of the Ts&Cs will be logged and tracked. 
 

Terms & Conditions Tool Access 
The Ts&Cs tool is available to permissioned tenant admins. These users will 

• have access to the Terms & Conditions Authoring link where they can author and publish their 
Ts&Cs; 

• have access to the User Consent Log link where they can view information about users who 
have accepted, declined, or withdrawn consent; and 

• be emailed when a user declines or withdraws their consent to the tenant’s Ts&Cs. 

Any tenant admin may set up or edit a Ts&Cs group. From Admin > User Management and Security, 
select Group Management. Search this list to locate the Terms & Conditions Admin group. Select the 
link to open group, and add admins from the list of tenant users.  

Once a user is permissioned to the Terms & Conditions Admin group, the Ts&Cs tools appear in Admin 
> Company Information And Settings.  

 
 
 
Terms & Conditions Authoring grid 
Upon click of Terms & Conditions Authoring link, a permissioned user is taken to a screen where she 
may create new Ts&Cs, manage Ts&Cs drafts, publish Ts&Cs, and review archived versions of Ts&Cs. 
Ts&Cs are grouped by Status: Draft (not published, may or may not have content authored); Published 
(currently deployed to users); and Archived (previously deployed versions.)  

The grid includes the following columns: 

• Culture (all cultures available in the tenant) 
• Last Modified (date the version was last edited) 
• Updated by (user who last updated the version) 
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Each version of Ts&Cs displays the Version number; Status; and has an ellipse to allow the 
permissioned user to: 

• Publish (deploy a Draft version to users); 
• Delete (remove a Draft version); 
• Copy & Save (copy and save a Published or Archived version when no Draft version exists); and 
• Overwrite Draft (overwrite the current Draft version with a Published or Archived version). 

 
Any culture versions that have not been authored are listed in italics in the list. Language versions 
remain italicized until they have been authored and saved. 

 
 
Create New Button 
Clicking Create New opens a new, blank Terms & Conditions Authoring Editor page for each culture the 
customer has available in her tenant. 

NOTE: The Create New button is available when there is no Draft version of the Ts&Cs. It is disabled 
when a Draft version exists. 

• Ts&Cs by Culture and Version 

o The user is redirected to the Terms & Conditions Editor page when she clicks a version link. 

o The user is redirected to the Terms & Conditions Authoring Edit page in read only mode 
when she clicks a Published version link. The Accept button is disabled. 

o When a customer purchases a new culture or cultures, the purchased culture(s) display in 
the Terms & Conditions Authoring grid for Draft version(s) (in italics) in the initial login 
following purchase completion. 

NOTE: A new culture or cultures does not affect Published or Archived versions of Terms & 
Conditions. 

Draft Options 
When the user clicks the ellipse on a Draft, the available options include ‘Delete’ or ‘Publish.’ 
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• Clicking Delete triggers a confirmation pop-up window with the options ‘Cancel’ and ‘Delete.’ 
o Clicking Cancel closes the pop-up. 
o Clicking Delete removes the Draft and reloads the page to reflect the change. 

• Clicking Publish redirects the user to the Publishing page. 

 
Options on an Archived or Published Version 
When the user clicks the ellipse on an Archived or Published version, the available options include 
either ‘Copy & Save’ or ‘OVERWRITE Draft.’ Copy & Save is available when there is no Draft version. 
OVERWRITE Draft is available when there is a current draft. 

• Clicking Copy & Save creates a new version (current Version plus 1). 
o The Last Modified and Updated by dates for the selected version are retained.  

• Clicking OVERWRITE Draft fully overwrites the existing draft (after confirming the selection). 
o The Last Modified and Updated by dates for the selected version are retained. 

 

Terms & Conditions Editor Page 
Upon tapping a Draft culture, the user is taken to an interface in which she may author her Terms & 
Conditions. Upon tap, the user is taken to the selected culture. However, she may navigate to other 
cultures by selecting another option in the left panel. 
 
NOTE: If the user clicks the Save button but no content has been entered (or if all content has been 
erased), then the language version will remain un-authored and un-deployable. 

If the user has navigated to the Terms & Conditions Authoring Editor page by clicking a ‘Draft’ Status 
version in the Terms & Conditions Authoring grid, 

• The text editor displays the currently selected culture's Terms & Conditions for the current 
version. 

• If the language has not been authored, no content displays. 

• Clicking Save will save the current text as the Terms & Conditions for that version and culture 
and return the Tenant Admin to the Authoring Grid.  

NOTE: Clicking Save does not publish the Terms & Conditions; it simply saves them as the 
current draft version. Only one saved draft is permitted for each culture. 

• Clicking Cancel or the Terms & Conditions link within the page triggers a confirmation pop-up 
window. 

o Clicking Cancel on the confirmation window closes it and the Tenant Admin will remain 
on the Editor page. 

o Clicking Continue discards current changes on the opened culture and redirects the user 
to the Authoring Grid.  
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• Clicking a specific culture on the left panel switches the Tenant Admin to edit mode for the 
specific culture and version. 

o The specific culture selected before the switch is saved to the new draft for the culture 
and version. 

o The header at the top of the rich text format tools will update to reflect the selected 
culture. 

 
If the user has navigated to the Terms & Conditions Authoring Editor page by clicking an Archived or 
Published version in the previous grid,  

• The text editor displays the currently selected culture's Terms & Conditions for the selected 
version. 

• Switching cultures changes the culture which is displayed, as well as the header, to denote the 
current culture. 

NOTE: Archived and Published versions of the Terms & Conditions text cannot be edited; 
therefore, the Save button is disabled. 

 
 

Terms & Conditions Publishing Page 
To deploy or update to a new version of the Ts&Cs, members of the Terms & Conditions Admin group 
will select Publish from a Draft version’s ellipse. The Publish page displays in a selectable grid that 
includes the following fields for each culture in the current draft version: 

o Language 
o Last Modified 
o Updated by 

Checkboxes for all languages with content are selected by default. Checkboxes for any languages 
without content are disabled. The user may select or deselect any languages preferred. 
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NOTE: Unchecking all languages disables the Publish button.  

When the user clicks the Publish button for a Draft version, a confirmation window appears. 

• All drafts selected on the publishing page will be set to published. 
• Users who are logged in when an update is applied to the Ts&Cs will not be logged out. They 

will be able to continue their application session. Upon their next login, they will be prompted 
to accept the new Terms & Conditions.  
 

NOTE: All drafts that were not selected to be published will be deleted. 
 

After successful publish, the member of the Terms & Conditions Admin group is redirected to the 
Terms & Conditions Authoring grid, which will now display the latest version as Published. 

 
 
Terms & Conditions for Tenant Users  
Once a permissioned user publishes a tenant’s Ts&Cs and following any subsequent republishing, each 
tenant user will be redirected to a Terms & Conditions page immediately after successful log in.  

NOTE: The user must accept the Ts&Cs. If she declines, she will be unable to log in to the application, 
and the members of the Terms & Conditions Admin group will receive an email alerting them that the 
user declined. 

From this page, the user may select the language of the Ts&Cs. The only languages available to users 
are those which the Tenant has published.  

Terms & Conditions Intercept Screen 
Upon user login to Risk Assess, the user is redirected to the Terms & Conditions Review and Accept 
page. 

• After log in, a non-consenting user is routed to the Terms & Conditions page. 
• The user cannot navigate to her Risk Assess tenant until she clicks Accept. 
• Accept will continue the log in process; Decline will log the user out. 
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o In the case of multi-tenant users, the Terms & Conditions page occurs after tenant 
selection. Ts&Cs are tenant-specific, so the user must accept the Ts&Cs for each tenant to 
use said Tenant. 

o If a user is consenting to the current version of the Ts&Cs for a given tenant, she will not be 
rerouted to the Terms & Conditions page. 

o On Accept or Decline, the system captures the time (UTC), date, language, and user 
response. 

• A tenant with multiple languages enabled has a dropdown list of all available published 
languages from which the user may switch freely on the Terms & Conditions page. 
o If only one language is available, the specific language will be listed; the dropdown will be 

disabled. 
o A checkbox is available to set the selected language to the user's default language upon 

Terms & Conditions acceptance. 
• After accepting the Ts&Cs, the user is rerouted to the page of their intent (for deep links and 

direct links). 

NOTE: After declining the T&Cs and upon the user’s next login to the system, she will be 
prompted to accept the Ts&Cs. 
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Terms & Conditions Review and Withdraw Screen 
A user who has previously accepted the Terms & Conditions may choose to review and/or withdraw 
consent. Once the Ts&Cs are accepted, the user may access the Ts&Cs via the user dropdown menu in 
the top right of the application screen. Upon click of the Terms & Conditions option, the user is 
redirected to the view of the Ts&Cs. The user may choose to return to the previous page using the Back 
button, click the Cancel button to remain on the Ts&Cs page, or click the Withdraw button to remove 
consent. The Accept button is disabled. The information listed below these buttons displays the user’s 
last acceptance information. 
 
Clicking Withdraw will immediately log the user out of the application, and data including the time 
(UTC) and date of the Withdraw will be recorded, along with the "Withdrawn" classification, in the 
User Consent Log. 

NOTE: Upon the user’s next login, the Terms & Conditions pop-up window will display. 
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Messages 
To monitor users who are unable to utilize Risk Assess, members of the Terms & Conditions Admin group 
receive email notifications on each Ts&Cs Decline and Withdraw event. The email lists the name of the 
individual who has declined or withdrawn consent. 

 

User Consent Log 
In order to provide an audit trail of Ts&Cs consent, a permissioned user may view the User Consent 
Log. Access this log by tapping User Consent Log under Admin > Company Information And Settings. 

 
The columns included in the User Consent Log include: 

• First Name 
• Last Name 
• Username 
• Email 
• User Type 
• Supplier Name 
• User Status 
• Consent (Accepted/Declined/Withdrew) 
• Version (Version of Terms accepted) 
• Culture (Culture of Terms accepted) 
• Date 
• Time (UTC) 

The log includes standard filter and search on each column. Simply tap the column header to filter 
alphanumerically. Tap the filter icon to access additional options. 

 


